
Inspired by you and your life at home. 



Home.  A place of comfort and connection, work and rest, 

bustling entertaining and quiet solitude.  No two homes are 

the same because no two families are.  With Columbia Cabinets, your 

ability to customize every aspect of your cabinetry for your entire home 

is a smooth and seamless process.  With a wide range of attractive 

door styles and finishes, flexible cabinet configurations, innovative 

space-maximizing accessories, and decorative touches, your home 

will both look and function exactly the way you want it to now and for 

years to come.  We’re as passionate about your experience as we are 

about offering the highest quality and best value.  Because for over 

50 years, faithfully serving people is not just woven into the fabric of 

Columbia.  It is the fabric.

CABINETRY 
CRAFTED FOR 
YOUR HOME, 
YOUR LIFE.

Door style: RBD800/VP119  |  Species: HDF/Rift White Oak  |   
Finishes: Revere Pewter/Graphite  |  AG Woodcrafting, Edmonton, AB

Inspired by you and your life at home.
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Door Style: RP408    |    Species: Maple   |   Finish: Custom Color - Benjamin Moore Amherst Gray, HC-167   |   Urbana, Victoria, BC
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TRADITIONAL 
COMFORT

Door Style: RP460/RP460  |  Species: Maple  |  Finishes: Cloud White/ Hale Navy  |  Room Resolutions, Las Vegas, NV
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Newly redesigned cottages may still take you back to a bygone era but include a touch of freshness that makes them comfortable 

and more efficient.  Brightness and beauty, warmth and comfort were the guiding factors in selecting cabinet styling and colors for this space. 

Pulling Columbia Cabinets’ Hale Navy and Cloud White together with eye-catching patterned tile, keeps the cottage feel prevalent. Glass inserts on 

doors provide openness and a picture-perfect display of family heirloom dish sets.  Even more connection for the client is that the mullion placed on the 

glass doors mimics the design in the client’s Irish family orchard farm cottage.  So, family heritage and fond memories are evoked with one glance at the 

kitchen cabinetry.  Behind the beauty and nostalgia, each cabinets’ purpose is clear - cutlery, utensils, knives, pullout trash, spice trays, large pullouts, 

Tupperware storage, and tray dividers.  Such easy storage and functionality creates comfortably purposeful living in this cottage kitchen.  

COTTAGE STYLE CHARM
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Door Style: RP460/RP460  |  Species: Maple  |  Finishes: Cloud White/ Hale Navy  |  Room Resolutions, Las Vegas, NV
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FORM + 
FUNCTION



Door Style: PP430   |   Species: Maple/Oak   |   Finishes: Custom Color Creamy White/Charcoal  |  Forum Interiors, Napa, CA



Door Style: PP430  |  Species: Maple/Oak  |  Finishes: Custom Color – Benjamin Moore Creamy White, OC-7/Charcoal  |  Forum Interiors, Napa, CA
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Traditional kitchen style is often characterized 

by its comfortable and inviting atmosphere.   

It typically embraces natural materials and classic paint 

finishes, greater use of moldings and architectural 

components, and decorative accessories with 

more detail to create an approachable and timeless 

space. While floating shelves, decorative hood, and 

door styles are kept clean and simple in this kitchen, 

the custom cream paint and Columbia’s Charcoal 

stain, gold hardware and faucets, light fixtures, and 

extensive use of marble set an elegant stage to create 

lasting memories.

A NEW TAKE ON 
OLD WORLD  
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COMFORTABLE 
CONTEMPORARY
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Door style: VP108  |  Species: Maple  |  Finishes: Iceberg/Revere Pewter  |  Genesis Kitchens & Design, Coquitlam, BC
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Dreaming of your own home espresso bar, a 

curated cellar with wine-dispensing ability,   or 

a well-organized, rustic larder from which you 

can create dishes rivaling the best restaurants? 

With Columbia Cabinets, the possibilities are virtually 

limitless.  With an extensive selection of door styles 

and finishes, fully configurable cabinet models, 

custom capabilities, cutting edge door and drawer 

opening systems, and leading-edge accessories, you 

can tailor your home to your lifestyle and taste.  View 

a handful of our space-enhancing accessories at the 

back of this brochure to spark your imagination.

CABINETRY  
SO VERSATILE, 
SO BEAUTIFUL, 
YOU’LL NEVER 
WANT TO GO OUT.
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Door style: VP108  |  Species: Maple  |  Finishes: Iceberg/Revere Pewter  |  Genesis Kitchens & Design, Coquitlam, BC
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MID CENTURY 
MAGIC
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Door Style: V113  |  Species: Walnut  |  Finish: Natural  |  Luna Kitchen & Bath, Seattle WA
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Door Style: RBD800/V113  |  Species: HDF/Walnut  |  Finishes: Hale Navy/Natural  |  The Insider Studio, San Francisco, CA
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Door Style: PP475/FP475  |  Species: Maple/Rift Cut White Oak  |  Finishes: Silver Cloud/Rawhide  |  DanMar Cabinet Co., San Mateo, CA
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Like you, our standards are high for beauty and 

longevity when it comes to cabinetry, and for this reason, 

Columbia insists on using only the finest wiping stains, paints, 

top coat, and glazes.  Behind the elegant, artisan quality of 

your cabinets is some pretty complex science and research 

in finishing to ensure they look and perform as well years from 

now as they do the first day.  Our over half a century in crafting 

cabinets has allowed us to perfect our techniques, continuing 

to trust only the delicate touch of hand-finishing to enhance 

the inherent beauty of natural wood, achieve the smoothest of 

painted finishes, and attain the most authentic antiquing and 

distressing.  We believe combining the best in new technological 

advancements with time-honored, proven techniques results in 

a superior product for you and your home.

FURNITURE  
FINISHES FOR 
ENDURING BEAUTY
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Modern farmhouse, also known as urban 

country or rustic modern, blends the charm and 

comfort of country-style with the clean lines 

and practicality of contemporary design.  Whites, 

neutrals, earthy tones, or muted colors are a must, while 

rustic woods and natural materials bring the outside 

indoors and create warmth.  Modern metals help keep 

designs clean and unfussy.  All in all, simplified, airy 

spaces are created by reducing clutter and restraining 

decorative detail.  Accordingly, of utmost importance for 

the homeowner of this new kitchen were clean Shaker-

style doors, minimal décor, and maximum function.  

Simple black metal pulls punctuate the Columbia Iceberg 

white doors and drawers, while black stainless appliances 

and farm sink add an edginess.  The shiplap ends of the 

custom black, painted island hark back to homesteads of 

yesteryear.

Door Style: PP430

Species: Maple 

Finishes: Iceberg/Custom Color – Benjamin Moore  
Black Satin, 2131-10

AG Woodcrafting, Edmonton, AB

MODERN 
FARMHOUSE 
FEATURE
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Door Style: PP430  |  Species: Maple  |  Finish: Iceberg/Custom Color – Benjamin Moore Black Satin, 2131-10  |  AG Woodcrafting, Edmonton, AB
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A hybrid of North American country and 

Nordic aesthetic,  Scandinavian Farmhouse is 

characterized by the use of bright white and 

neutrals, pale or natural woods, and striking 

accents.  Function is optimized.   Clean lines and 

void space allow each thoughtfully-selected design 

component to be showcased.  While restful, interiors 

are visually impactful and reflect the wonder and 

vastness of nature.  This stunning kitchen - the epitome 

of Scandinavian farmhouse style - is the perfect spot to 

enjoy country views and entertain family and friends. 

With a large island perfect for gathering and cooking, a 

hidden door to a butler’s pantry, well-planned storage, 

as well as spots to showcase favorite items, this space is 

every homeowner’s dream.

Door Style: PP430/ FP330 

Species: Maple 

Finishes: Cloud White/Driftwood

AG Woodcrafting, Edmonton, AB

KITCHEN ENVY
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Door Style: PP430/ FP330  |  Species: HDF/Rift White Oak  |  Finishes: Cloud White / Driftwood  |  AG Woodcrafting, Edmonton, AB 
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CREATE 
CONTRAST
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Door Style: PP430  |  Species: Maple  |  Finish: Onyx  |  Genesis Kitchens & Design, Coquitlam, BC

CREATE 
CONTRAST
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SLEEK MODERN 
ELEGANCE
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Door Style: HP215  |  Species: HP Laminate  |  Finish: Bright White Gloss  |  Elina Katsioula-Beall, Los Angeles, CA
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Door Style: HP215  |  Species: HP Laminate  |  Finish: Bright White Gloss  |  Elina Katsioula-Beall, Los Angeles, CA
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Bright white, glossy laminate (HPL) can create a striking interior showcasing contemporary design.     

Elevated sophistication and calm are achieved through the sleek minimalism of Columbia door style HP215 in this kitchen.  Its 

clean lines and square edge detail marry perfectly with the white metal details throughout the space - the aluminum framed 

acid-etched glass doors, stainless appliances, and door pulls - keeping the design aesthetic streamlined and refined.  And 

to add a touch of drama, the cabinetry toe kick and island pendant illuminate the space and enhance the reflective quality of 

the mirrored backsplash.  

CRISP, CLEAN, AND CONTEMPORARY
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Door style: RBD800/V106  |  Species: HDF/Maple  |  Finishes: Cloud White/Custom Color – Benjamin Moore Orange Nectar, 2013-20  |  The Insider Studio, San Francisco, CA
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Adding a pop of color to your cabinet design instantly injects energy and individuality, setting it apart from the norm.  It’s a perfect way 

to express your taste and make a bold statement in your home.  While Columbia offers an extensive selection of stylish standard finishes, we understand 

that designing your dream space is personal, and therefore offer custom color-matching to the hue of your choice.  Every Columbia cabinet is made to 

order, which means we make it just for you according to your specifications, including your desired finish.  What better way to create a space unique to you.

COLOR IT YOUR WAY
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Door style: RBD800  |  Species: HDF  |  Finish: Custom Color – Benjamin Moore Smoked Salmon, CC-154  |  Urbana, Victoria, BC
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SPEAK 
VOLUMES 

WITH  
COLOR
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Door style: PP430  |  Species: Maple  |  Finish: Custom Color – Benjamin Moore Whale Gray, 2134-40  |  Urbana, Victoria, BC 
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Who couldn’t use more storage in their home?   Kitchen, mudroom, living and dining 

rooms, bathroom, bar, office, and beyond - every nook and cranny is full of possibilities.  

And wouldn’t it be wonderful if it looked as good as it functioned and fully integrated into 

the design of your home, overall?  With Columbia Cabinets’ seemingly infinite number of 

combinations of cabinet models, door styles, finishes, species, decorative enhancements, 

and interior fittings, no storage requirement, size specification, nor stylistic preference 

is too challenging.  Your cabinetry is fully customizable for every room in your home to 

meet your needs, your tastes, your dreams.  We diligently craft each order, one-by-one, 

just for you to your specifications, so your cabinets look and function exactly the way you 

envisioned and can be installed seamlessly.  It’s just one way we keep our founder’s vision 

of serving others and enriching lives alive and well.  

ATTRACTIVE, SMART 
STORAGE SOLUTIONS  
FOR EVERY ROOM.
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Door Style: PP430  |  Species: Maple  |  Finishes: Iceberg/Hale Navy  |  DanMar Cabinet Co., San Mateo, CA

A COHESIVE 
LOOK STARTS 
WITH CABINETS
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Door Style: PP430  |  Species: Maple  |  Finishes: Iceberg/Hale Navy  |  DanMar Cabinet Co., San Mateo, CA
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Door Style: PP430  |  Species: Maple  |  Finishes: Iceberg/Hale Navy  |  DanMar Cabinet Co., San Mateo, CA
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RUSTIC  
KITCHEN
DELIGHTS

Door Style: FP333  |  Species: Knotty Alder  |  Finishes: Iceberg/Shale  |  KCB Cabinets & Renovations, Red Deer, AB
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Combining classic Columbia Iceberg white with the warm gray of Shale on rustic Knotty 

Alder wood creates the modern cottage look the customers envisioned for this generous 

living space. A large dining room hutch was designed with the same Iceberg Knotty Alder cabinetry 

from the kitchen to add functional and attractive storage, which also helps unify the space stylistically.  A 

major wall removal happened to create this large open concept space for our client’s cooking, dining, 

and entertaining needs. Large windows were added to bring the outside indoors and the vibrant colors in 

the accessories were easy to add with the simple design of the cabinetry colors and countertops.  

DOWN TO EARTH BEAUTY
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Door Style: FP333  |  Species: Knotty Alder  |  Finishes: Iceberg/Shale  |  KCB Cabinets & Renovations, Red Deer, AB
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With today’s fast-paced world, are you craving a taste of old-fashioned 

comfort or perhaps a hint of cozy, old world Europe for your home,   but 

don’t know if you can live day-to-day with the fussy or opulent detail of traditional 

design?  More casual 21st century lifestyles have influenced tastes considerably, 

with many favoring streamlined spaces that are easier to care for and are more 

visually restful.  However, the power of the warm hug a centuries-old home gives 

you is undeniable.  Elements you can opt for to channel traditional design, while 

retaining the simplicity your lifestyle requires are illustrated in this space.  The 

cabinetry door style is kept simple and clean without profile detailing.  Finishes 

are classic – white, neutral or historic colours, and natural woods work well.  

Architectural and millwork detailing can speak volumes – here a wood hood fan 

with oversized corbel pilasters and blacksmith detailing, open shelving, and an 

archway inject traditional charm.  Add in aged metal, heavily-veined stone tops, 

dramatic black window mullions and sashes, classically-styled wall sconces, and 

rustic tile, and you have a modern take on time-honored design.

Door Style: PFP440 

Species: Maple 

Finish: Cloud White

Grand Openings, Pomona, CA

A HINT OF TRADITION
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Door Style: FP440  |  Species: Maple  |  Finish: Cloud White  |  Grand Openings, Pomona, CA
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Door Style: PP430  |  Species: Maple  |  Finish: Custom Color – Benjamin Moore Creamy White, OC-7  |  Forum Interiors, Napa, CA
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Start and end each day in a spa-like sanctuary by making luxurious calm central to your bathroom design.  Store fluffy Egyptian cotton 

towels in linen towers.  Display candles and your collection of bath salts on open shelving. Create a spectacular glass door apothecary cabinet.  Rid visual 

noise by tucking away the toothbrushes, cosmetics, and toiletries in a premium Columbia vanity where every item has its place, even the flat iron and hair 

dryer.  The day’s work clothes can easily be tossed in tilt-out laundry bins for washing another day.  Select tranquil design elements to create a space where 

even Monday mornings are enjoyable and the stage is set for daily decompression.  

INDULGE YOURSELF

Door Style: TFH112H  |  Species: TFL  |  Finish: Diva  |  KCB Cabinets, Red Deer, AB
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ACCESSORIES

ORGANIZATION
& ORDER
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ACCESSORIES
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Columbia’s innovative wood and metal accessories play a vital role in helping you add convenience and achieve perfect 

organization in your cabinetry,  while our cutting-edge door opening solutions heighten access and improve clearances.  They are just 

another way to customize your kitchen, bathroom, office, laundry, or any room you have cabinets, for your individual needs.  Further, for those 

with mobility challenges, they can help make those hard-to-reach or completely unreachable places accessible once again.  With their practical 

and thoughtful designs, intelligent engineering, and impressive dynamic function, they maximize every inch of usable cabinet space and are 

simply a joy to use. 

For our complete offering of accessories, please visit your local Columbia dealer.

EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE
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www.columbiacabinets.com

Printed in Canada




